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If you have any announcements that require a quick response from your clubs or regions, please forward it to me at
htrujillo@rlbayless.com and we will let the Association of Desk and Derrick Clubs know.
We will complete the ADDC Insight by the 5th of each month. If you would like to be a co‐editor on this venture, let me or
Linda Rodgers know and let’s collaborate!
We encourage every member, every club and every region to contribute. All suggestions are welcome.
Thank you to all that have contributed articles, items and ideas for the ADDC Insight.

~Helen Trujillo
Information, views or opinions expressed in the ADDC Insight
newsletter originates from many different sources and
contributors. Please note that content does not necessarily
represent or reflect the views and opinions of the Association of
Desk and Derrick or their clubs. Articles are merely to educate
and inform.

Desk and Derrick Club of Farmington, NM
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SPRING CLEANING: THREE WAYS TO INCREASE YOUR COMPUTER’S PERFORMANCE
S UBMITTED BY L INDA R ODGERS
2014 ADDC PRESIDENT
It's something we can all relate to: that dreaded moment
when you realize your once super‐fast computer is now
bogged down by renegade files, programs, and services. I
mean, the most exciting part of buying a new PC is the first
time you turn it on and experience its amazing speed. "I'm
going to be more productive than ever" you exclaim. And
then after a few months of usage ‐‐ perhaps a few years ‐‐
the productivity and computer have both slowed to a
crawl.
It's time to take action and restore some speed ‐‐ some
productivity.
Here are three quick, easy, and cheap ways to improve
your computer's performance.

ADD MEMORY
One of the quickest ways to increase your computer's performance is by adding more memory, also known as RAM.
Believe it or not, adding memory is extremely cheap, and requires little tech‐savvy on your part. In fact, most memory
can be swapped out in under 10 minutes at home.
There's a lot of jargon and confusing terminology when it comes to purchasing memory, but don't let it intimidate
you. Give us a call and we can help you find exactly what you need.

ERASE FILES
Our computers are like a digital junk drawer, full of clutter and unessential items we think we need to keep. Instead of 30
pens and random oddities, we hold onto old college applications and photos we aren't even in ‐‐ among other things.
There are a few different apps available to help you get rid of the junk.

STARTUP ITEMS
It's funny how quickly we go from having a computer that boots up incredibly fast, to having enough time to pour a cup of
coffee before the computer lets us perform a simple task. This is partly due to startup items eating away at precious
resources.
There are plenty more ways to improve performance on any computer; some with better results than others.
(courtesy of Glyphic Design and Development, Inc. www.glyphicdnd.com)
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HOTELS
The Hilton Hotel in Lafayette is completely full for convention. That’s a great problem to have!
We have made arrangements for an overflow hotel, The Hotel Acadiana. It is located very close to the Hilton
Hotel. Members can use the Group Code ADD and call directly to hotel at 337‐233‐8120 to make their reservation. Below
is a booking link below should they wish to make arrangements via the hotel website.

https://bookings.ihotelier.com/bookings.jsp?groupID=1260646&hotelID=77357
Please note: at this time, Travelclick is upgrading to a mobile app so for members to access the link it
must be done through their PC or laptop. It will not be able to connect if they are using a Smartphone
or Tablet.
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S UBMITTED BY C ONNIE H ARRISON
2014 ADDC VP

DRIVING DISTILLATES: EXPANSION ON TRACK TO MEET EXPORT DEMAND
With
domestic
gasoline
demand waning in recent
years, Valero increasingly has
looked to global markets
where demand for diesel fuel
and other distillates continues
to rise.
New hydrocrackers completed
at Valero’s Port Arthur and St.
Charles
refineries
are
producing
premium‐quality
diesel and jet fuel, as well as
gasoline, from heavy sour gas
oil. But Valero already is
plotting its next step:
hydrocracker expansion.
The company wants to boost distillate yields to meet export demand and to take further advantage of cost savings with
natural gas, a critical feedstock.
“Our strategy to emphasize distillates production and natural gas consumption is designed to benefit from our outlook of
strong global distillates demand growth and margins, and relatively low natural gas prices,” said Ashley Smith, Senior Vice
President‐ Investor Relations, Market Analysis and Strategic Planning.
Growth investments already have included an increase in permitted capacity of Valero’s new hydrocracker at Port Arthur
to 60,000 barrels per day, which also is the permitted level at the St. Charles hydrocracker, completed in 2013. Both units
are performing well.
Diamond Green Diesel, a joint venture of Valero subsidiary Diamond Alternative Energy LLC and Darling International Inc.,
began production of renewable diesel fuel in 2013 from recycled animal fat, used cooking oil and distiller’s corn oil, at a
10,000 barrel‐per‐day facility next to the St. Charles refinery. It is the largest biomass‐based diesel plant in the U.S.
And there are another 50,000 barrels per day in hydrocracker expansion projects in progress, with an estimated cost‐per‐
barrel significantly lower than that of the recent grassroots projects at Port Arthur and St. Charles. Those projects include:



Expansion of hydrocracker capacity at the Meraux refinery by 20,000 barrels per day, with increased distillate
yield expected in early 2015
Evaluation of expanding the new Port Arthur and St. Charles hydrocrackers each by 15,000 barrels per day in
2018
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Generally, global distillates
demand growth yields high
margins, and the growth
rate is much higher than for
gasoline.
Valero
is
competitively
exporting
products into growing and
undersupplied
markets.
Europe,
for
example,
continues to be short on diesel, but many of its refineries have marginal
refining capacity and must process expensive crude oils and natural gas.
U.S. refiners, mainly on the Gulf Coast, have a competitive advantage to
export products and take market share from refiners in the Atlantic Basin,
including Western Europe, and the Mediterranean and Caribbean. Emerging
markets lead global petroleum demand growth, particularly in Latin
America, Middle East, Africa and Asia.
Exports enable Valero to maintain refinery use rates, or to capture
additional margins. The company is investing to increase export capability
of its Gulf Coast refineries – to support a boost in diesel exports to 450,000
barrels per day from 325,000 barrels per day, and in gasoline to 250,000
barrels per day from 225,000 barrels daily. Valero’s refineries in Quebec and
Pembroke also export products.
~Permission to reprinted granted by Valero.

Please take the opportunity to participate in the ADDC
Sumer Time survey.
http://fluidsurveys.com/surveys/addc/addc‐summer‐2014‐
membership‐survey/
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S UBMITTED BY S HERI B IENVENUE
D ESK AND D ERRICK C LUB OF L AFAYETTE

W HEN LISTENING TO CRITICISM , DON ’ T USE THE WRONG PART OF YOUR BRAIN
THE 5 MOST TOXIC EMPLOYEE WORK HABITS
It's no secret that the more time you spend with someone, the more
their bad habits can frustrate you. The workplace is no
exception. When managers find themselves frustrated with
employees, they begin to focus on small things rather than what really
needs to be accomplished. By addressing bad habits sooner rather
than later, you can nip a small issue in the bud before it swells into a
major problem that harms your business.

FIVE EMPLOYEE WORK HABITS THAT ARE TOXIC TO YOUR
BUSINESS.
Habit #1: Negativity ‐ A bad attitude can spread like wildfire though a
company. Negative attitudes can rub off on co‐workers, clients and
customers. Remember, as a manager you are responsible for ensuring
that your employees are contributing to positive morale. To help prevent negativity from spreading, try to seek out the
root of the problem. Often there is an underlying cause that an employee is trying to hide, such as family problems,
financial troubles, or health issues. Sometimes having the ear of a manager is enough to take the strain off an employee
and bring them around to a positive attitude.
Habit #2: Mediocrity ‐ Employees that are satisfied with doing the minimum amount required can be a big drain on
productivity. Managers should seek ways to challenge these employees to reach higher and explore their own
talents. Sometimes employees are focused on building their personal brand outside of the office via blogging or social
media, but for whatever reason, they keep these abilities dormant in the workplace. Try to draw out untapped talents by
asking an employee for a solution to a problem. They might surprise you.
Habit #3: Tardiness ‐ When an employee arrives late and takes long lunch breaks, yet leaves right on time, they are
displaying a lack of commitment that hurts office morale. Tardiness should be dealt with head on, to learn whether they
have a good reason for coming in late, such as getting the kids to school. If there is no underlying scheduling conflict,
then disciplinary action should be taken.
Habit #4: Doesn't Play Well With Others ‐ The "lone wolf" employee is a tricky problem; sometimes these employees are
great workers and simply need to be massaged into the fold. But left unaddressed, their lack of communication skills can
result in fellow employees acting on incorrect information. Deal with this personality type head on by explaining that
communication is vital to the workplace. Also, consider implementing programs designed to foster teamwork, such as
pairing individuals up to complete tasks.
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Habit #5: The "That's Not My Job" Syndrome ‐ More and more, employers are asking their workers to step up
and assume duties that were not in their original job descriptions. Employees may resist this for a number of reasons. It
could be a case of not wanting to move outside of their comfort zone, in which case you should offer a grace period
where they grow acclimated to the new duties. However, if you suspect a case of bad attitude, let these employees know
that job descriptions are fluid nowadays.
Executive Summary: Certain employee habits are not only frustrating, but can actually harm your bottom line. If your
employees are negative, tardy, or lack communication skills, sit down and deal with these issues directly; often there is an
underlying cause that can be quickly addressed. However, if your employee settles for the status quo, or doesn't want to
assume duties outside their job description, it may be indicative of a greater commitment problem that requires
disciplinary action. In all cases, clearly communicating company policies and strictly enforcing them will help you break
these harmful habits and improve workplace morale.
(Information obtained from Dale Carnegie e-tips)

Andre’ Martin, Association
Distribution Office Manager
***New Address Effective June 1, 2014***
5321 S. Sheridan Road, Suite 24
Tulsa, OK 74145
Phone: 918.622.1749
Fax: 918.622.1675
Website: www.addc.org
***New Email: ado@addc.org
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2014 CERTIFICATION PROGRAM PRESENTATION
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 2014
S UBMITTED BY S HERYL M INEAR
2014 C OMMITTEE C HAIRMAN
I wanted to take this opportunity to introduce Mr. Mike Cougevan who will be presenting the Certification
Program on Oil and Gas Accounting at this year’s convention. As you can see Mike is the perfect person to
present this program so please plan on attending.
A 1981 graduate of the University of New Orleans with a B.S. in Finance, Mike worked for Conoco Inc. for 13
years in various positions of responsibility, including financial analysis, internal reviews, joint interest
accounting, negotiation of agreements, and settlements of joint interest and revenue disputes. Mike joined
Martindale Consultants, Inc. in 1994 and is currently a Senior Audit Manager, focusing on complex reviews,
agreement negotiations, litigation support, and expert witness testimony.
Mike is considered a prominent authority for
Gulf of Mexico operations and has performed
international reviews in Australia, Barbados,
and Brazil.
Mike has served as Chair of the COPAS Audit
Committee and Chair of the COPAS Emerging
Issues Subcommittee as well as Secretary
(2009), Treasurer (2010), Vice President
(2011), and President (2012) on the COPAS
Board of Directors and is currently completing
his sixth year on the COPAS National Board.
Mike was a member of the team that drafted
the COPAS 2005 Accounting Procedure and
was a member of other teams that wrote
approximately 12 other recent COPAS
publications. In 2009, Mike created the
ongoing "Knowing Your COPAS Documents"
lecture series explaining the content and
intent of various COPAS publications. Mike
received the 2004 COPAS Eagle Award for
outstanding service to COPAS.
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B Y D EBRA M AYEUX , A UTHOR
J OSH B ISHOP , P HOTOGRAPHER
BASIN RESOURCES MAGAZINE (HTTP://BASINRESOURCESUSA.COM/)

The Association of Desk and Derrick Clubs has a 65‐year history in the petroleum and energy industry. It had a humble
beginning in 1949, when Inez Awty Schaeffer led an informal meeting of 73 women in New Orleans, La., to learn more
about the oil and gas industry. During the meeting, the club was founded with a commitment to provide a greater
knowledge of the industry and a wider association among women working in the oil and gas business.
Not long after the club’s foundation, a group of 32 women chartered the Farmington Desk and Derrick Club. It was June
28, 1957, when the organization began within the San Juan Basin.
Throughout the years the international club “has maintained its
“Energy Education,
status as a major contributor of energy education through
Tomorrow’s Promise.”
informative programs, onsite field trips, seminars, and workshops,”
said Linda Dean, a member of the Farmington club. “Members have
~Linda Rodger’s Theme
opportunities to enhance their communication and leadership skills,
to expand their personal and business horizons by networking with
industry leaders and colleagues, and to be educated in the technology of our ever‐changing energy industry.”
The Farmington club also established an endowment through the San Juan College Foundation to provide financial aid to
students pursuing an energy related degree. The club also sponsors training seminars for its members.
The Farmington club has continued to work throughout the years, and even began including men in the membership in
1987, when the Association of Desk and Derrick Clubs changed its bylaws to allow for “equitable membership,” Dean said.
The local association also has a history of being active both locally and on the national level, and this year has been no
different with three local members serving in leadership positions at the international, regional and local levels.
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Linda Rodgers, the chief financial officer at Process Equipment and Service Company was elected in 2014 to be the
president of the Association of Desk and Derrick Clubs. In this role, Rodgers is responsible for the 57 clubs and a total of
2,500 members throughout the United States and Canada. Her theme for the year is “Energy Education, Tomorrow’s
Promise.”
Rodgers joined the Farmington Desk and Derrick Club in 2004, when she was employed by A‐Plus Well Service. Prior to
that, she worked in the banking industry and was employed by First National Bank of Farmington and Wells Fargo Bank.
She joined Process Equipment and Service Company in 2012.
Rodgers joined Desk and Derrick, because she found herself working in the industry without a deep understanding of how
it worked. “I needed desperately to a find a source I could turn to for that knowledge,” she said, adding that Desk and
Derrick accelerated that learning process. It also gave her and other members opportunities for experiences not regularly
offered to people, such as visiting offshore drilling sites and flying over the Gulf of Mexico in a helicopter to see
operations in the area.
She
believes
her
participation in Desk and
Derrick has brought a
different perspective to
the club. “In many ways
I’m different,” she said.
“We all work for the oil
and gas industry, but I
bring
a
business
perspective.”
Rodgers added that the
club has helped her in
many ways. “I’m learning
about how to be a better
better
employee,
speaker, better writer
and better employer. I’m
getting as much out of it as I put into it,” she said.
Other educational opportunities include budgeting, conflict resolution and leadership.
Leadership experience led her to obtain the position of association president, which was not the first national seat
Rodgers was appointed to hold. Nationally she has served as the Region V Director, treasurer, secretary, vice president
and president‐elect. Locally, she was treasurer, president and parliamentarian.
She hopes as association president to make this a “building year,” focused on technology and other educational
opportunities. “I love this organization. It’s an honor to be a part of it,” Rodgers said.
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Philana Thompson, the regulatory compliance specialist at Merrion Oil and Gas Corporation, began working in the oil and
gas industry 15 years ago. She has been a member of the Farmington Desk and Derrick Club for eight years. This year, she
was elected to serve as the Region V Director with a theme of “Embrace the Past, Envision the Future.” She will be
responsible for 10 clubs with 200 members in West Texas, California and New Mexico.
Thompson’s theme outlines her goals as regional director. She wants to bring together the seasoned members with the
younger members, so they can share their experience and knowledge. She wants to merge the knowledge from lifetime
members with the future members, who focus more on technology and social networking. This, she said could help the
seasoned
members
learn how to use tools
such as Facebook and
Twitter, where they can
see what is happening
in the industry in other
parts of the country.
She will encourage
everyone
to
step
outside of their box
and, from each other,
learn something new.
Being involved with
Desk and Derrick has
helped in both her
career and personal
life. She has gained
knowledge about the
industry by going to
meetings and seminars,
and on field trips. “It is
knowledge I use at my
work, but there are
aspects
that
have
helped me to grow
personally and to make
better decisions when
it comes to work – and
family
as
well,”
Thompson said.
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Thompson has lived in Farmington for most of her life and worked at Burlington Resources and ConocoPhillips prior to
joining Merrion Oil and Gas. Her duties with the Farmington Desk and Derrick Club included serving as interim vice
president, vice president and president.
Bea Saavedra, administrative assistant to the San Juan Business Unit Manager of ConocoPhillips, was elected to serve as
the 2014 president of the local Desk and Derrick Club. She joined the club seven years ago and has served as secretary,
treasurer and club director. As president, she is responsible for the local board of directors and for conducting monthly
meetings for the 32 members. Her theme is “Soaring to new
heights by sharing the power of knowledge.”
This theme points out what Saavedra hopes to accomplish as
president of the local club, and that is to expand on the
knowledge shared by Desk and Derrick members and bring that
out into the community.
“We promote education, and what I want to do through the club,
is to expand on that,” she said. “I want to take what we’ve
learned out into the community. We have so much knowledge
within our own members. We are one big network.”
The networking and sharing has helped Saavedra to grow as an
individual and to work on personal development. “It’s taught me
so much in the industry,” she said. “Every time I go to a meeting,
I learn so much. It’s been great.

“Members have opportunities to
enhance their communication
and leadership skills, to expand
their personal and business
horizons by networking with
industry leaders and colleagues,
and to be educated in the
technology of our ever‐changing
energy industry.”

~Linda Dean, D&D of Farmington
Saavedra, originally from El Paso, Texas, has worked for
ConocoPhillips for nine years. Prior to that, she was a technical
analyst for the Drilling & Completions Group. She also worked for Public Service of New Mexico under the gas services
division.
“These members represent three different facets of the energy industry – a design manufacturing company and sales
company that supplies production equipment, family owned independent oil and gas producing companies and major oil
and gas companies,” Dean said. “This also shows that Desk and Derrick is open to a variety of employers in the energy
industry and, no matter what background a member possesses, it allows us to learn from each other in understanding
how our jobs intertwine and that we can get involved at various levels of leadership.”
Desk and Derrick Club membership is open to anyone actively employed in, affiliated with, or retired from the petroleum,
energy and allied industries.
If you are interested in becoming a Desk and Derrick Club member, call Bea Saavedra, 505.326.9713, for an application.
~Permission to reprint granted by Don Vaughan, Majestic Media
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S UBMITTED BY L INDA R ODGERS
2014 ADDC P RESIDENT

ARE YOU STILL USING YOUR CHILD'S BIRTHDAY OR EVEN "PASSWORD" AS YOUR
PASSWORD?
According to an article published in the Wall Street Journal last month passwords
are still the bane of the IT world. With so many passwords to remember many
people use the same one for all of the accounts they login to.
Despite data breaches and warnings from security experts, people cling
to easy‐to‐remember passwords and often use the same ones for many
accounts.

The worst of the worst vary little from
including "123456," "password" and "qwerty."

year

to

year,

Are you hackable or uncrackable
Click the link above and browse to the chipmaker's "How Strong is Your
Password?" page. Enter and then renter a password. The page says that the
password is not sent over the Internet but still cautions you not to enter your
real password. Instead, you can enter a password that you might like to use.

TIPS TO ENSURE A SAFE PASSWORD







Use different passwords for your bank account and your e‐mail or social networking accounts. If your e‐mail
account gets hacked, at least your bank account's password is safe.
A strong password often uses a combination of letters, numbers, and punctuation marks. But you don't have to
conjure up a random series of characters that's impossible to remember. Instead, create a phrase that
incorporates all of those items. McAfee used "My 1st Password!" as an example, which by itself sounds pretty
hackable. But Intel's page revealed that even this password would take four months to hack.
Once you have a password with letters, numbers, and punctuation marks, you can alter that password for
different sites. McAfee suggests adding the name of a site to that password, such as "My 1st Password!: Twtr"
for Twitter and "My 1st Password!: Fb" for Facebook.
A password need not be complex to be strong. Often, a lengthy password that's easy to remember can be more
secure. A password like "XF1&tmb" would take 6 minutes to hack, according to Intel. But a password like "The‐
shining‐sea" would keep a hacker busy for 48 years. A passphrase that's hard to hack yet has meaning to you
offers the best of both worlds ‐‐ strong and easy to remember.

Finally, I have one suggestion of my own. Use a password manager. Such tools take over the hard work by creating,
storing, and automatically filling in your passwords at any Web site. Two of the most well‐known password managers
are RoboForm and LastPass

K EEPING YOUR PASSWORDS STRONG AND UNIQUE
KEEPS YOU AND YOUR DATA SAFE .
~Permission to reprint granted by Glyphic Design & Development, Inc.
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… EDUCATION COMMITTEE
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… LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE
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…PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE
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…TRADE SHOW COMMITTEE
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2014 ADDC BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President
President Elect
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Imm. Past President
Executive Assistant
Parliamentarian

Linda Rodgers
Lori Landry
Connie Harrison
Barbara Pappas
Maggi Franks
Marilyn Carter
Elaine McDowell
Sheryl Minear, RP

lindar@pescoinc.biz
llandry@beanresources.com
connie.harrison@valero.com
barbara@cobraogc.com
maggi@promosolver.com
marilyn.carter@cnrl.com
elainemc12@aol.com
sheryl@sojodrilling.com

OUR MOTTO, PURPOSE AND MISSION
MOTTO
Greater Knowledge ~ Greater Service

PURPOSE
The purpose of this club
shall be to promote the
education and professional
development of individuals
employed in or affiliated
with the petroleum, energy
and allied industries and to
educate the general public
about these industries.

MISSION
STATEMENT
To enhance and foster a
positive image to the
global community by
promoting the
contributions of the
petroleum, energy and
allied industries through
education, by using all
resources available.
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